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CASE REPORT

A case of rhabdomyosarcoma following a metal surgical implant
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Abstract

Patient. We report a 51-year-old male presenting with Grade III rhabdomyosarcoma.
Discussion. A case of rhabdomyosarcoma which developed in proximity to a metal surgical implant is described. Few cases
have been reported in the world in humans.The therapeutic approach to the disease is presented, together with a brief review
of literature.
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Introduction

The etiology of soft tissue sarcomas is not well defined.

Biomaterials, such as metals and metallic alloys,

synthetic and natural materials, can be considered

potential physical carcinogens possibly involved in some

cases of soft tissue sarcoma.1± 5 Malignant tumors

around fracture ® xation implants have been reported

for many years. The ® rst description of sarcoma

developing in proximity to a biomaterial was made by

Turner, who found that Bakelite disks, implanted in

rats, were able to cause ® brosarcomas.2 Earlier,

anecdotal cases of tumors that arose around foreign

bodies (i.e. bullets) had been reported. Other more

recent case reports have discussed the possible relation

between the surgical implantation of metals and the

development of different forms of sarcoma.6± 10

The studies performed to demonstrate the carcino-

genicity of hard and soft mater ia ls are nearly

exclusively experimental: metals have been evaluated

as potential carcinogens by administering pure

elements or compounds by a variety of routes, such

as oral administration, inhalation, implantation in the

peritoneum, pleura or parenteral injection. Rodents

have been used in many of these studies.11± 14 Fibro-

sarcoma and rhabdomyosarcom a are the m ost

comm on sarcom as to develop in these exper i-

ments.15 Maltoni has suggested that proliferation of

mesenchymal cells found in the ® brous foreign body

reaction to implanted biomaterials is the initiating

event in the development of the sarcoma.16

Case report

Mr S.A., 51 years of age, suffered a fracture of the

right femur in 1985 and underwent a surgical implant

of a metal prosthesis. In 1993 he began to complain

of an acute pain in the right thigh, over the months

the symptoms progressed to include the entire right

leg and in 1995 it also involved the perineum. In

February 1995 he had the synthetic inserts in the

right femur surgically removed. An ultrasound of

abdomen and pelvis proved negative.

In January 1996 the patient was hospitalised. An

ultrasound of the right gluteus showed the presence

of a large ¯ uid mass of irregular shape and density,

with a diam eter of 9 3 5 3 15 cm . A biopsy was

performed and a histologic diagnosis of `Grade III

Rhabdomyosarcoma’ was made. An X-ray of the chest

also demonstrated the presence of bilateral lung

metastases.

On CT the neoplastic mass appeared to be situated

in front of the sacrum: it was displacing the rectum, the

urethra and the urinary bladder and was close to the

site of the metal implant (Fig. 1). The patient received

treatment with chemotherapy, palliative surgery and

radiation. Unfortunately, cerebral metastases developed

and the patient died 10 months after diagnosis.

Discussion

In the clinical case presented, the rhabdomyosar-

coma developed in proximity to a stainless steel
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implant (Fig. 1). Although the relationship between

surgical implants and sarcogenesis has not been clearly

demonstrated, several case reports have described a

temporal relationship between the placement of

surgical implants and the successive development of

sarcoma.17,18The most frequent histotype described

was ® brosarcoma19,20 with rhabdomyosarcoma also

described.21

Recently a patient was reported to have a malignant

® brous histiocytoma in the bone± cement membrane

after revision for a loose total hip prosthesis. Existing

biologic reports on the response of mesenchymal cells

to metallic debris seem to suggest that the environ-

ment surrounding a loosened prosthesis may provide

conditions appropriate for the developm ent of a

sarcoma. Because of the similarity on plain radiograms

of sarcomatous lesions to lesions known to be caused

by wear debris, tumors should be included in the

differential diagnosis of cases of total hip loosen-

ing.22,23

A report by Penman et al.
24 describes the occur-

rence of an osteosarcoma at the site of a cobalt ±

chrome total hip replacement; the possibility of the

tumor arising as a result of the liberation of cobalt

particles is discussed in the sam e report. A case

report on a synovial sarcoma developed on a total

hip replacement has been published in 1988;25 a

case of angiosarcoma associated with a Dacron graft

has also been reported.26 A study of 1996 used two

groups of patients to verify the incidence of cancer

after metal on metal total hip arthroplasty and metal

on polyethylene total hip arthroplasty compared

with the incidence of cancer in the general popula-

tion in Finland. The result was that the risk of total

cancer in the patients who had metal on metal total

hip arthroplasty was 1.23-fold compared with that

of the patients who had polyethylene on metal total

hip ar throplasty. No sarcomas were observed at the

site of the prosthesis.27

Sarcoma developing in proximity to a metallic

bioimplant is a rare occurrence. In the future however,

an ageing population with increased longevity and a

higher prevalence of arthroplasty surgery may increase

the frequency that this condition is encountered.
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